Sometimes I show expensive pieces and sometimes not. I try to cater to everyone’s interest and budget. Another thing I have to think about is what some people are limited to include in their collection. For instance, I have a friend that lives in California in an earthquake zone. She often tells me she doesn’t bother with porcelains since she can’t display them for fear they will fall and break if an earthquake came about. This column is geared to show you other figurines you can display that probably won’t break. Of course I am talking about metal statues and to fit into most anyone’s budget, I’ve selected a few that are normally reasonably priced, if you are lucky enough to find one of them.

This first metal Borzoi measures 5” tall and feels solid, weighing a little more than the usual pot metal dogs. It may be lead but I’m not a metallurgist so can’t guarantee that. I have seen this same dog in a little larger version that is attached to a rather large brass clip. The paint on these figures often chips away from age and handling, as this one slightly has. This is a less common Borzoi, not to be confused with the one that closely resembles it with the head facing forward. Value would be around $30.

Here is a nicely detailed sitting figure made of pot metal. What is odd about this piece is I cannot locate anything to indicate how the Borzoi was attached to the base. The underside doesn’t show any screws, the topside has no space between the dog and the bottom, which is quite perplexing. In any event, this 5” dog is nice because it is in the less common sitting position. Rather uncommon, I value this at $35.

I’m showing two different statues of the same Borzoi model here. The more common dog is the bookend with the deco metal circular design at the back, while the pipe holder is on the rarer side.

Usually the only pipe holder attached to a Borzoi is the one that can be found in several different sizes attached to a base or as a doorstop. I’m not fond of the paint job on the bookend, but since it is original to the piece, I don’t want to remove or change the color and lessen the value. The dog stands 4” tall. Either piece, you could expect to pay around $45 each.

Straight from the Motherland is this Russian bronze running Borzoi. Measuring in at 4” tall, the extreme hair detail makes this a lovely item. It is on the heavy side, so if this fell off of a shelf it wouldn’t break, but could end up hurting someone! These can be found from time to time at auction and sell for around $65.

While many Japan Borzoi collectibles are normally ceramic or porcelain, it is less usual to find something made of metal. The lovely stance of this 4” Borzoi, coupled with the detail in the hair, makes this a highly desirable piece. It is embossed Made in Japan. It is a solid piece with a nice chrome wash and is most likely made of pot metal. One of my favorite Japan statues and not often found, I value this at $40.

Another lovely chrome-washed patina on this 8” Borzoi that adds beauty to its already lovely design. I don’t recall seeing more than one of this particular statue before. One thing sure is that you won’t find it in the present state this figurine is in. With the base being hollow, I decided to add a little music box underneath as well as little feet to lift it high enough off the table for the wind-
ING MECHANISM TO SIT PROPERLY. WITHOUT THE ADDITION I MADE, THIS UNCOMMON, UNMARKED FIGURINE IS VALUED AROUND $45. AS IS WITH MY MUSIC BOX ADDITION, PRICELESS!

GETTING BACK TO THE MOTHERLAND OF OUR WONDERFUL BREED IS THIS PAIR OF BORZOI PRODUCED BY THE KASLI COMPANY. THESE IRON SCULPTURES, WHICH THEY REFER TO AS CAST-IRON MOLDING, FIRST APPEARED IN THE 19TH CENTURY. ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA, THE IRON WAS SMELTED ON THE FIRE FROM WOODEN COAL. (RATHER THAN REWRITE THE ARTICLE HERE, PLEASE VISIT THE PAGE ONLINE TO FIND OUT FURTHER DETAILS.) THE MORE COMMON OF THE TWO IS THE 3"X7" RECLINING FIGURE, WHICH IS VALUED AROUND $50. THE BORZOI STANDING ON BASE MEASURES 7" TALL AND IS HARDER TO FIND AND PRICED ACCORDINGLY AT AROUND $75-$100.

WHETHER YOU’RE COLLECTING ON A WHIM WHEN YOU SEE ONE APPEAR, OR ARE A SERIOUS COLLECTOR TRYING TO ADD EVERYTHING AND ANYTHING TO YOUR COLLECTION, EVENTUALLY YOU WILL BECOME WELL VERSED IN WHAT YOU BELIEVE SOMETHING IS VALUED AT. IT CAN BE A FUN, YET EXPENSIVE, HOBBY. IN ANY EVENT, COLLECTING SEEMS TO ADD A BIT OF PRIDE TO YOU WHEN YOU FIND SOMETHING AT AN ANTIQUE SHOP AND YOU CAN PROUDLY SAY “I OWN A REAL DOG THAT LOOKS LIKE THIS.” MOST TIMES THE PEOPLE ARE IMPRESSED; OTHER TIMES THEY’RE JUST GLAD TO GET RID OF SOMETHING OUT OF THEIR BOOTH. JUST HAVE FUN COLLECTING AND REMEMBER TO APPRECIATE YOUR REAL LIVE ONES MORE THAN YOU DO YOUR COLLECTIBLES.

HANDLING CLINIC
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2016
ONE-HALF HOUR AFTER VETERAN SWEEPS IKATES

FOR THE NOVICE & THOSE HANDLERS LESS COMFOR TAMABLE IN THE RING

JOIN US FOR PIZZA AND SOFT DRINKS!

$5.00 PER PERSON - FREE TO JUNIOR HANDLERS

PLEASE RESERVE YOUR SEAT ON THE ONE STOP SHOPPING FORM

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT:
AMy Sorbie • 720-245-578 • amy.sorbie@vca.com

2016 CATALOG ADVERTISING

DISCOUNT RATE DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 2016
REGULAR CATALOG DEADLINE: MARCH 16, 2016

VISA/MC ACCEPTED WITH # & EXP. DATE.
5% HANDLING FEE WILL BE ADDED.

AD SPECIFICATIONS:
• HARD COPY, CD OR E-MAILED CAMERA-READY ADS NEED TO BE 4.75" X 8" FULL PAGE AD & 4.75" X 4" HALF PAGE AD.
• DIGITAL PHOTOS MUST BE FROM AT LEAST A 6-MEG CAMERA
• E-MAILED PHOTOS MUST BE SCANNED AT A MINIMUM OF 300 DPI.

HELEN W. LEE, CATALOG CHAIRMAN
helen@goto-hwl.com
(250) 851-1478